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A B S T R A C T

Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) act as crucial safety barriers for preventing hazardous accidents in the in-
dustrial systems. It is therefore of primary importance to study their reliability, i.e. eventually to design prob-
abilistic reliability assessment models. SIS have common behaviors such as the periodic test policies to reveal the
dangerous undetected failures. These common behaviors can be captured in models via modeling patterns. By
reusing modeling patterns, the modeling process can be simplified and made more efficient.

In this paper, we propose a versatile set of modeling patterns implemented in AltaRica 3.0 language. We apply
them to assess the reliability of SIS described in ISO technical report ISO/TR 12489. Comparisons are performed
between the results obtained from AltaRica models and those reported in ISO/TR 12489. We show that the set of
proposed modeling patterns can serve as an effective tool to model SIS in a modular way.

1. Introduction

Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) act as crucial safety barriers for
preventing hazardous accidents in the industrial systems. These systems
are composed of sensors, logic solvers, and final elements. Logic solvers
translate signals transmitted from sensors into decisions made on final
elements. SIS have attracted tremendous attention from various in-
dustrial sectors. Associated standards are proposed in several industries,
such as the process industry [1], the nuclear power industry [2], the
machinery industry [3,4], the automotive industry [5], and the railway
industry [6–8]. The main standard is IEC 61508 [9]. The sound per-
formance of SIS is crucial for the industrial systems.

It is therefore of primary importance to study the reliability of SIS,
i.e. eventually to design probabilistic reliability assessment models.
Reliability studies of SIS have been conducted extensively (see
e.g., [10–13]) including proof tests [14–16], k-out-of-n voting struc-
tures [17–20], common cause failures [21–24], spurious fail-
ures [25,26], human and organizational factors [27,28], un-
certainty [29–32], and optimization issues [33,34].

Modeling experience is expected to be capitalized. Otherwise, the
modeling activity is unlikely to be profitable. Patterns can be utilized
for reusing stabilized knowledge. However, few studies have been
conducted on modeling patterns for reliability assessment of SIS.

Patterns were first formally proposed in civil engineering [35]. They
have been adopted in software engineering subsequently as design

patterns, which are descriptions of communicating objects and classes
that are customized to solve a general design problem in a particular
context [36]. A design pattern promotes design reuse, conforms to a
literary style, and defines a vocabulary for discussing design [37].

A modeling pattern is a general means allowing to capture the fre-
quently recurrent component and subsystem behaviors. Some re-
searchers try to provide a general framework of reusing patterns. The
Pattern Based System Engineering (PBSE) was proposed to develop
configurable and reusable system models [38]. A PBSE procedure in-
cludes the pattern definition and the system development with pat-
terns [39].

The reuse of systems and subsystems is a common practice in safety-
critical systems engineering [40]. To reuse system behaviors, we need
to standardize the representation of reusable components and clarify
the way they exchange information [41]. The whole point of a pattern
is thus to reuse, rather than to reinvent [37].

An advantage of high-level modeling languages, like AltaRica [42],
is to reuse models of components or even systems [42]. The AltaRica
modeling language is introduced in IEC 61508 as a technique for cal-
culating probabilities of hardware failures in SIS [9]. The language is
also referred in ISO/TR 12489 [10]. AltaRica has become a defacto
European industrial standard for model-based safety assessment [43].

In this study, we propose a set of modeling patterns for reliability
assessment of SIS. We classify the proposed modeling patterns into
three categories. We implement these modeling patterns with the
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AltaRica 3.0 language. We apply these modeling patterns on all SIS in
ISO/TR 12489. Preliminary results of this study have been presented at
a symposium [44].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
related works. Section 3 introduces the SIS described in ISO/TR 12489.
Section 4 is dedicated to present the modeling patterns extracted from
the above SIS. Section 5 discusses the modeling patterns in the frame-
work of guarded transition systems, i.e. the mathematical background
of AltaRica 3.0 language. A methodology of reusing modeling patterns
is proposed in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to show the experimental
studies we conducted via modeling patterns. Eventually, Section 8
concludes this work.

2. Related works

In the RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety)
domain, patterns have been discussed [45]. Accident analyses are car-
ried out in traffic domain [46] and industrial plants [47]. These studies
apply statistical methods to discover patterns of accident causes. The
dependability pattern is proposed in [39]. It is defined as the descrip-
tion of a particular recurring dependability problem that arises in
specific contexts and presents a well-proven generic scheme for its so-
lution. Resilience design patterns are raised to meet the demand of
extreme-scale high-performance computing systems [48].

From the modeling experience of several aircraft systems using
AltaRica Data-Flow language, Safety Architecture Patterns (SAP) are
proposed to simplify modeling missions [49]. SAP are component as-
semblies used to ensure the architecture safety [49]. The application of
SAP can be found in the avionics domain [49,50]. Unlike their
work [49]: First, we use the AltaRica 3.0 language, which has a dif-
ferent mathematical foundation. Mathematical backgrounds of AltaRica
Data-Flow and AltaRica 3.0 are mode automata [51] and guarded
transition systems [52], respectively. Second, we propose patterns for
modeling SIS in the process industry. However, their work is primarily
applied in the aviation industry. Third, they mainly proposed the
structured collection of redundancy-based architecture patterns. But we
describe the behavioral, flow propagation, and coordination char-
acteristics of SIS with modeling patterns.

In a recent work [53], we propose a set of modeling patterns for
production-performance analysis. We apply these modeling patterns on
a practical offshore installation. The two sets of modeling patterns
(in [53] and this article) share some patterns, i.e. CorrectiveMainte-
nance, SERIES, PARALLEL, and KooN. However, most patterns are
different, such as the ad hoc patterns for performance analysis of pro-
duction systems and patterns for reliability assessment of SIS.

Few studies related to patterns of SIS have been conducted. Related
works can be found in [10,54], where the Reliability Block Diagram
(RBD) driven Petri Nets (PN) are proposed for reliability analyses. The
readability of PN is improved by means of RBD. FT patterns are pro-
posed to model safety mechanisms of automotive electric and electronic
functions [55]. FT patterns include second order Safety Mechanisms
(SM2) representation, maintenance, periodic tests, and the scenario
without SM2.

3. Safety instrumented systems in ISO/TR 12489

We choose the SIS in ISO/TR 12489 as running examples. This is
because these architectures are general enough to cover most safety
systems [10]. In addition, these systems are representatives of most
reliability studies of SIS performed in petroleum, petrochemical, and
natural gas industries as well as in other industries [10].

Three assumptions have been made for all systems in ISO/TR
12489:

• Detected and undetected dangerous failures of a given component
are independent, with exception of systems ♯3-2 and ♯3-3.

• Failure rates are constant.

• Components are as good as new after repairs.

In the following, we recall the SIS in ISO/TR 12489.

3.1. System ♯1: an overpressure protection system with a single channel

A basic architecture of a SIS is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is composed of
a pressure sensor (S), a logic solver (LS), and an isolation valve (V). This
system is applied for common safety loops with low to moderate re-
liability requirements (Safety Integrity Level: SIL1 to SIL2). When the
pressure exceeds the predefined threshold, the sensor sends a signal to
the logic solver, which in turn commands the isolation valve to close.
According to different assumptions, there are four SIS generated from
the system in Fig. 1. They are enumerated from ♯1-1 to ♯1-4.

The assumptions made for system ♯1-1 are:

• Periodic tests are perfect and performed simultaneously.

• Installation (protected section) is stopped during repairs and peri-
odic tests.

The assumptions applied for system ♯1-2 are identical to system ♯1-1
except that:

• Periodic tests of components are not performed with the same in-
terval.

• Two kinds of periodic tests are performed on the isolation valve:

• Partial stroking tests to check if the valve is able to move or not;

• Full stroking tests to check if the valve is tight after closure.

The assumptions assigned for system ♯1-3 are the same as ♯1-1 ex-
cept that:

• The installation is not shut down during the repair of the sensor and
of the logic solver.

• The sensor is periodically tested offline. It is no longer available for
its safety function during the periodic test.

The assumptions made for system ♯1-4 are the same as for ♯1-1,
except that coverages of the periodic tests are not 100%. This means
that part of the Dangerous Undetected (DU) failure is not covered by
periodic tests, and therefore cannot be detected.

Fig. 1. An overpressure protection system with a single channel [10].
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3.2. System ♯2: an overpressure protection system with dual channels

System ♯2 is an overpressure protection system with dual channels.
It is a structure with two channels (S1, LS1, and V1; S2, LS2, and V2)
working in parallel. Such dual-channel architecture is commonly used
for conforming to high reliability requirements (SIL2 to SIL4).
According to various assumptions, four systems (♯2-1, ♯2-2, ♯2-3, and
♯2-4) are generated from system ♯2.

The assumptions used for system ♯2-1 are the same as ♯1-1, except
that failure rates have been split into an independent part and a
common cause failure part (Beta-factor model [11,12] is applied).

Compared with system ♯2-1, additional assumptions are added to
system ♯2-2. It is the same way as systems ♯1-1 and ♯1-2.

Extra assumptions are assigned to system ♯2-3 when compared with
system ♯2-1. It is the same way as systems ♯1-1 and ♯1-3.

The assumptions made for system ♯2-4 are identical to those for ♯2-1
except that:

• Periodic tests of sensors and valves are staggered.

• The pressure sensor S2 is periodically tested in the middle of the
periodic test interval of S1.

• The isolation valve V2 is periodically tested in the middle of the
periodic test interval of V1.

• Each periodic test of a component provides an opportunity to detect
the related potential common cause failures.

3.3. System ♯3: an overpressure protection system with redundant
architecture

System ♯3 is an overpressure protection system with redundant ar-
chitecture. This system is a popular architecture of SIS. It is composed
of three parts in series: three pressure sensors (S1, S2, and S3) in a 2oo3
configuration, one logic solver (LS) and two parallel channels of final
elements (the solenoid valve SV1 and isolation valve V1; SV2 and V2).
Such an architecture is used in process industry for common safety
loops with conforming to high reliability requirements (SIL3 to SIL4).
Based on different assumptions, three systems (♯3-1, ♯3-2, and ♯3-3) are
generated from system ♯3.

The assumptions used for system ♯3-1 are identical to those for
system ♯1-1. The assumptions assigned for system ♯3-2 are:

• Perfect periodic tests are performed simultaneously.

• The production is not shut down during repairs of the sensor, the
logic solver, and the solenoid valves.

• This system is regarded as a subsea High Integrity Pressure
Protection System (HIPPS). A maintenance rig (carrying the repair
crew) is required to be mobilized for repair operations and the
production is not shut down while waiting for the maintenance rig.

• Sensors and solenoid valves are periodically tested offline and are no
longer available for their safety function during periodic tests.

• The production is paused during the maintenance of isolation
valves.

The assumptions considered for system ♯3-3 are the same as those
made for ♯3-2, except that when a dangerous failure of one sensor is
detected, remaining sensors are reorganized from 2oo3 to 1oo2. This
extra assumption makes system ♯3-3 more available than ♯3-2 when a
dangerous failure is detected. The reason is elaborated in Eq. (4) of
Section 4.2.

3.4. System ♯4: a multiple safety system

Fig. 2 represents a multiple safety system. It comprises two sub-
systems working in a predetermined sequence. The first one (S1, LS1,
SV1, and V1) can be a safety loop of the BPCS (Basic Process Control
System). The second one (S2, S3, LS2, SV2, SV3, V1, and V2) can be a

safety loop of the ESD (Emergency Shut Down system) or a HIPPS.
The assumptions made for system ♯4 are:

• Perfect periodic tests are performed simultaneously.

• Installation is stopped during repairs of valves.

• Periodic test durations are negligible.

3.5. System ♯5: an emergency depressurization system

Fig. 3 illustrates an emergency depressurization system of a hy-
drocracking unit. It comes from the downstream oil and gas industry.
This system is composed of two groups of temperature sensors (S1a,
S1b, and S1c; S2a, S2b, and S2c) grouped in 2oo3, one logic solver (LS)
and two parallel isolation valves (V1 and V2) organized in parallel and
piloted by two corresponding solenoid valves (SV1 and SV2). This
system aims to quickly depressurize the reactor when the temperature
reaches a predetermined threshold, thus to avoid a runaway of the
exothermic chemical reaction.

The assumptions used for system ♯5 are:

• Periodic tests are performed when the reactor is stopped.

• Installation is paused during the repair of DU failures.

• Installation is shut down during periodic tests and repair of the logic
solver.

• Failures that are not covered by periodic tests will not be detected.

• The 2oo3 logic of a group of sensors is switched to 1oo2 in case of
one dangerous detected failure in the group.

4. Modeling patterns

A Modeling Pattern (MP) is a general means allowing to capture the
frequently recurrent component and subsystem behaviors. Modeling
patterns can be categorized according to their purpose, which reflects
the function of a modeling pattern. They can be classified as:

• Behavioral Patterns (BP) describe basic behaviors of components.
For instance, the repairable behavior is regarded as a basic char-
acteristic in SIS.

• Flow Propagation Patterns (FPP) depict the information or physical
flows circulating components/subsystems.

• Coordination Patterns (CP) represent cooperations or synchroniza-
tion in systems, such as the running scheme between a repairable
unit and a repair crew.

Regarding a system, it is usually composed of subsystem(s).
Similarly, a subsystem is comprised of component(s). We can imple-
ment elements (i.e., components, subsystems, and the system itself) of a
system by using corresponding categories of modeling patterns, as is
shown in Fig. 4. Components can be modeled by behavioral patterns.
Subsystems can therefore be constructed by connecting components via
flow propagation patterns. A system can thus be modeled by combining
subsystems with coordination patterns.

We can take a repairable system, including a k-out-of-n (KooN)
structure and a repair crew, as an example to illustrate the im-
plementing scheme in Fig. 4. In terms of specific components in the
KooN structure and teams in repair crews, we can model them by
leveraging relevant behavioral patterns. Consequently, we can model
this KooN subsystem and repair crew subsystem by using flow propa-
gation patterns. Eventually, we can model the whole system by in-
tegrating the KooN and repair crew subsystems via coordination pat-
terns.

We extract eleven (11) modeling patterns from the SIS in ISO/TR
12489. Details of these modeling patterns are illustrated in the fol-
lowing.
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4.1. Behavioral patterns

In this part, we introduce five BP, which capture shared component
behaviors.

• NonRepairable pattern (Fig. 5): it models components which
cannot be repaired after failure. The component is initially in the OK
state. Once a failure occurs, the component becomes FAILED. In SIS,

DU failures are preventing activation on demand and can be revealed
only by periodic tests (i.e., proof tests) [11]. Part of DU failures cannot
be covered by imperfect periodic tests (i.e., the proof test coverage <
100%), such as uncovered DU failures in systems ♯1-4 and ♯5, which
can be modeled using this pattern. The rest part of DU failures can be
covered by periodic tests.

• CorrectiveMaintenance pattern (Fig. 6): it models compo-
nents which can be repaired after failure. The component is initially
working (state == OK). Once a failure occurs, the component falls into
FAILED state. If the corrective maintenance team is available, the
component state becomes UNDER_REPAIR. Finally, the component re-
turns to the initial state once the repair operation is finished. In systems
♯1-3, ♯2-3 and ♯4, this pattern is used to model DD failures. They can be
detected a short time after their occurrence by automatic diagnostic
testing [11].

• PeriodicTest pattern (Fig. 7): it models the periodic test which
can detect DU failures. Periodic tests are conducted at predefined in-
tervals and durations. This pattern can be used to model all SIS in ISO/
TR 12489.

• StaggeredPeriodicTest pattern (Fig. 8): it models the stag-
gered periodic test, which is able to obtain higher availability than si-
multaneous tests. Compared with a reference periodic test, the duration
of the first test interval in the staggered periodic test is different from
the duration of following test intervals. Initially, startStaggeredTest is
triggered. Subsequently, the rest of the pattern architecture becomes
similar to the PeriodicTest pattern. This pattern is employed to
model the staggered periodic test in system ♯2-4.

• RevealUndetectedFailure pattern (Fig. 9): it models the
process to detect DU failures. It is based on the PeriodicTest and
CorrectiveMai-

ntenance patterns. DU failures can only be discovered when
state==DU and phase==TEST. That is, when state==DU, the peri-
odic test can be completed only after DU failures are revealed. In the
following, the component evolves as CorrectiveMaintenance pattern.
This pattern can model the behaviors of revealing DU failures in all
systems in ISO/TR 12489.

4.2. Flow propagation patterns

Flow Propagation Patterns (FPP) depict flow propagations inside
and between components. In the following, we illustrate five FPP,
which capture shared behaviors at the subsystem level.

• SERIES pattern (MP6) describes the series structures. It models
series connection of several behavioral patterns. The average unavail-
ability of the SERIES pattern USERIES is:

= − − − ⋯ −U u u u1 (1 )(1 ) (1 )nSERIES 1 2 (1)

where u ,1 u ,2 ⋅⋅⋅, un are average unavailabilities of components C1, C2, ⋅⋅⋅,
Cn, respectively. This pattern is used to model series structures in all
systems in ISO/TR 12489.

• PARALLEL pattern (MP7) depicts the parallel structures. It models
the parallel connection of several behavioral or SERIES patterns. The
average unavailability of the PARALLEL pattern UPARALLEL is:

Fig. 2. A multiple safety system [10].

Fig. 3. An emergency depressurization system of a hydrocracking unit [10].

Fig. 4. Implementing elements of a system using corresponding categories of
modeling patterns.

Fig. 5. Modeling pattern (MP1): NonRepairable.
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= ⋯U u u unPARALLEL 1 2 (2)

where u ,1 u ,2 ⋅⋅⋅, un are average unavailabilities of components C1, C2, ⋅⋅⋅,
Cn, respectively. This pattern is employed to model parallel structures in
all systems in ISO/TR 12489, except the system ♯1.

• KooN (k-out-of-n: G) pattern (MP8) describes the structure which
works when at least k of the total number n of items must be func-
tioning. The average unavailability of the KooN pattern UKooN is:

∑= − ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

−
=

−U n
x

u u1 (1 )
x k

n
x n x

KooN
(3)

where components in KooN are usually identical, and u is the average
unavailability of each component. Some typical configurations of KooN
structure are 1oo1, 1oo2, 2oo2, and 2oo3 [9]. KooN pattern is em-
ployed to model 2oo3 structures in systems ♯3-1, ♯3-2, ♯3-3, and ♯5.

• SwitchKooN pattern (MP9) depicts the behavior of switching a
KooN structure into (K-1)-out-of-(N-1) structure when a DD or DU
failure occurs. Once the failure is repaired, the structure is restored to
KooN structure.

The switched configuration, (K-1)-out-of-(N-1), can increase the
system availability. If there is no such a switch, the structure is sup-
posed to work as a K-out-of-(N-1) structure after a failure. According to
Eq. (3), we have:

− = −⎛
⎝

−
−

⎞
⎠

− − −U U n
k

u u1
1

(1 )k n k
(K-1)-out-of-(N-1) K-out-of-(N-1)

1
(4)

whereU(K-1)-out-of-(N-1) andUK-out-of-(N-1) are unavailabilities of (K-1)-out-of-
(N-1) and K-out-of-(N-1) structures, respectively. Since
− −−

−
− −( ) u u(1 )n

k
k n k1

1
1 is a negative value, i.e. U(K-1)-out-of-(N-1) <

UK-out-of-(N-1). Therefore the availability of the (K-1)-out-of-(N-1) struc-
ture is higher than that of the K-out-of-(N-1) structure.

This pattern is used in systems ♯3-3 and ♯5. If a dangerous failure
(DD or DU) occurs in a 2oo3 structure, the logic solver changes the
policy from 2oo3 to 1oo2.

There is a relationship between the logic policy in IEC 61508 [9]
and the proposed SwithKooN pattern in this study. Since the safety
level of the structure increases after changing the logic, this pattern has
been recommended by IEC 61508. We concreted the scheme in detail

by implementing it with a specific modeling language (i.e. AltaRica
3.0). In addition, we proposed mathematical formula to uncover the
mechanism of this SwithKooN pattern.

• SequentialWork pattern (Fig. 10) depicts the multiple SIS which
work in a sequential order, such as in system ♯4. The failed state of the
previous subsystem −i 1 triggers the successive subsystem i. This one is
initially out of work (subSystemState == 0). If the trigger action
(startDemand) from subsystem −i 1 is perfect, the subsystem i becomes
working (subSystemState == 1). If the subsystem i fails (subSystemState
== 2), it can be used to trigger the working of subsystem +i 1. Note
that if the trigger action is perfect, SequentialWork is equivalent to
the PARALLEL pattern.

4.3. Coordination patterns

Coordination Patterns (CP) represent cooperation or synchroniza-
tion in a system. Here we exhibit a coordination pattern used in ISO/TR
12489.

• Repairable unit/Repair crew Coordination pattern
(Fig. 11): it models limited repair crews in SIS. The working state of the
repair crew (RepairCrewWork) is FALSE initially. If the number of busy
repair crews (numberBusyCrew) is lower than the total number of repair
crews (totalNumberCrew) and a repair is required, the repair is started.
Simultaneously, 1 is added to numberBusyCrew. Adversely, 1 is de-
creased to numberBusyCrew when the repair is completed. This pattern
is employed to model the limited repair crews working in systems ♯3-2
and ♯3-3.

5. Implementation of modeling patterns

We implement the proposed modeling patterns in the framework of
Guarded Transition Systems (GTS). GTS are the mathematical back-
ground of the AltaRica 3.0 language. They are used to implement
modeling patterns throughout this work.

5.1. Guarded transition systems

A GTS is a quintuple ⟨V, E, T, A, ι⟩, where V is a finite set of vari-
ables, E is a finite set of events, T is a finite set of transitions, A is an
assertion, and ι is the initial assignment of variables. Further details of
GTS and AltaRica 3.0 can be found in [42,52,56].

(i) V is the disjoint union of the set S of state variables and the set F
of flow variables: = ⊎V S F . Each variable v∈ V takes its value from a
domain denoted by domain(v). Variables can be Boolean, Integers,
Floating point numbers, members of finite sets of symbolic constants or
anything convenient for the modeling purpose.

A variable assignment is a function from V to ∏v∈ Vdomain(v). A

Fig. 6. Modeling pattern (MP2):
CorrectiveMaintenance.

Fig. 7. Modeling pattern (MP3): PeriodicTest.

Fig. 8. Modeling pattern (MP4): StaggeredPeriodicTest.
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variable update is a function from ∏v∈ Vdomain(v) into itself. It is a
function that transforms a variable assignment into another one.

(ii) Each event e∈ E is associated with:
– A monotonically increasing and invertible function delaye from

[0, 1] into R+, the set of positive real numbers.
– A weight (a real number) weighte (by default, =weight 1.0e ).
(iii) Each transition t∈ T is a triple ⟨e, g, a⟩, denoted by →g a,

e

where e is an event in E, g is a Boolean condition (guard) over the
variables in V and a is an instruction over the variables of V, that is a
variable update. a is called the action of the transition.

(iv) The assertion A is an instruction over the variables of V.
Let σ be a variable assignment and →t g a:

e
be a transition which is

potentially fireable in σ, such that =σ g true( ) . Firing t updates σ into
the assignment =ρ A a σ( ( )), which means applying on σ the update of a

first, then the update A (the global assertion).
We say that a variable v∈ V is impacted by the update of σ into ρ if

ρ(v)≠ σ(v). By extension, we say that the transition ′ → ′
′

g a
e

is affected
by this variable update if at least one of the variables occurring in g′ is
impacted by the update.

Let →t g a:
e

be a transition in T. By extension, we define weightt as
weighte. If the two transitions can be fired at the same time, then the
weight is used to choose randomly among them.

A Petri Net (PN) is a bipartite graph with two kinds of nodes, places
and transitions, and directed arcs, to model local states and local events,
respectively [57]. Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) extend
Petri nets by associating with each transition a random variable re-
presenting its duration [58]. This random variable is assumed either to
be constantly equal to 0 (immediate transitions) or to be exponentially
distributed (with a given transition rate). GSPN have been widely ap-
plied. Efcient algorithms and tools are applicable to further study these
models. Nevertheless, despite their capabilities, these formalisms share
a major drawback: models designed with these formalisms are far from
the functional architecture of the system under study. Consequently,
models are difficult to design and to maintain throughout the life cycle
of systems. A small change in the specifications may require a complete
revisit of the safety models, which is both resource consuming and error
prone [59].

GSPN and AltaRica can be compared according to their ways of
constructing models (e.g. events, compositions, hierarchies, remote
interactions between components, graphical representations) and ana-
lyzing models (available assessment tools and interpretation of time).
GSPN and AltaRica can represent the state space in an implicit
way [60].

Fig. 9. Modeling pattern (MP5): RevealUndetectedFailure.

Fig. 10. Modeling pattern (MP10):
SequentialWork.

Fig. 11. Modeling pattern (MP11): Repairable unit/Repair crew

Coordination.

Fig. 12. Guarded transition system for behavioral patterns.
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The GSPN model can be extended by introducing transitions with a
deterministic firing time (Deterministic Stochastic Petri nets;
DSPNs) [61,62]. Petri nets-based high level formalisms, especially
GSPN and DSPN, can model complex processes (including static/dy-
namic time-dependent behavior and stochastic processes) [63]. They
have understandable graphical representation, and powerful mathe-
matical representation. However, when they become large, they can be
very confusing for users.

GTS generalize most of the formalisms used for probabilistic safety
analyses, including static fault trees, reliability block diagrams and
GSPN [64]. The definition of a semantic for dynamic fault trees involves
actually multi-state components, immediate and timed (stochastic)
transitions as in GSPN [58] (these concepts are not available in block
diagrams or static fault trees), as well as block-wise construction and
remote value propagation as in reliability block diagrams (these con-
cepts are not available in generalized stochastic Petri nets) [64].

In our work, we applied the GTS, which is the mathematical back-
ground of AltaRica 3.0. The GTS framework is both more expressive
than SPN with assertions and predicates and cleaner from a mathe-
matical standpoint [65]. Moreover, this generalization and clarification

is obtained at no algorithmic cost [65]. The pattern approach makes
models not only much easier to design and to debug, but also to share
with stakeholders and to maintain throughout the lifecycle of sys-
tems [65]. Stochastic Petri nets with assertions and predicates are quite
difficult to master when the system under study gets complex. Models
tend to be hardly readable [65]. A way to improve the modeling
methodology is to design models by tailoring and composing modeling
patterns [65]. Stochastic guarded transition systems provides a clear
and powerful mathematical framework for that purpose [65].

5.2. Implement modeling patterns using GTS

5.2.1. Behavioral patterns
Behavioral patterns capture the phenomena of internal state tran-

sitions at the component level. GTS for a generic BP is shown in Fig. 12.
A BP is typically comprised of the following elements:

– State variables: si indicates the internal state of the component. s0
stands for the initial state. Several applicable state variables could
identify component phases (e.g. the periodic test).
– Flow variables: demanded, diagnosis, and operating. demanded in-
dicates the activation demand of a component. diagnosis indicates
the diagnostic test used to discover Dangerous Detected (DD) fail-
ures of a component. operating indicates whether the component
works or not.
– Events: changes between states with immediate or stochastic de-
lays.
– Assertions: since the left member of an assertion is a flow variable,
demanded, diagnosis, and operating are assigned in assertions.
– Input variables: demanded and diagnosis.
– Output variables: operating.

According to whether the failures can be detected (almost) im-
mediately or not, failures in SIS can be categorized into dangerous
detected (DD) failures and dangerous undetected (DU) failures. There
are two types of corresponding tests for discovering SIS failures, i.e.,
diagnostic tests and proof tests. Diagnostic tests are usually conducted

Fig. 13. Flow propagations.

Fig. 14. Synchronization in RRC.
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with a quite high frequency (i.e., very short test interval). DD failures
can be discovered immediately by diagnostic tests. After being detected,
behaviors of DD failures can be modeled by the proposed
CorrectiveMaintenance pattern. Proof tests are normally carried
out with a relative low frequency (i.e., long test interval), which intend
to reveal DU failures. In ISO/TR 12489 [10], the periodical test refers to
proof test. In this study, diagnosis flow refers to diagnostic tests.

Consider for instance the CorrectiveMaintenance pattern, it is
composed of the following elements:

– A state variable: state. It takes its value from the enumeration {OK,
FAILED, UNDER_REPAIR}. The initial state is OK.
– A Boolean flow variable: operating.
– Three events: failure, startRepair, and endRepair. startRepair is im-
mediate. failure and endRepair are stochastic.
– Three transitions:

– failure: state == WORKING → state := FAILED
– startRepair: state == FAILED → state := UNDER_REPAIR
– endRepair: state == UNDER_REPAIR → state := WORKING

– An assertion: operating := (state == WORKING)

5.2.2. Flow propagation patterns
Flow propagation patterns capture flow-circulating behaviors be-

tween components. A FPP is typically comprised of the following ele-
ments:

– State variables: the current states are assigned by BP.
– Flow variables: demanded, diagnosis, and operating.
– Events: since the transitions are mainly between state variables,
there are few events for FPP.
– Assertions: a set of assignments for flow variables.
– Input variables: demanded and diagnosis.
– Output variables: operating.

Consider the flow propagations in a system depicted in Fig. 13, unit
U has three suppliers (upstream units S1, S2, and S3) and two con-
sumers (downstream units C1 and C2). The unit can be a single com-
ponent or a macro component (i.e. composed of several components).
The demanded flow of each unit is composed of demandedIn and de-
mandedOut. Likewise, each block is associated with operatingIn and
operatingOut. This scheme can be extended to more suppliers and con-
sumers. Regarding unit U, we have:

=
=
=
=
=
=
= =

=

U demandedIn C demandedOut C demandedOut
U demandedOut U demandedIn

S demandedIn U demandedOut
S demandedIn U demandedOut
S demandedIn U demandedOut

U operatingIn S operating S operating S operating
U operatingOut U operatingIn U s

U s U diagnosis

. : 1. or 2.
. : .
1. : .
2. : .
3. : .

. : 1. or 2. or 3.
. : . and . ! FAILED and

. ! REPAIR and .

5.2.3. Coordination pattern
Fig. 14 depicts the synchronization in the Repairable unit/

Fig. 15. Pattern-based model of safety instrumented system ♯1-1.

Fig. 16. The working scheme of the sensor in system ♯1-1.

Fig. 17. AltaRica 3.0 model of the RevealUndetectedFailure pattern.
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Repair crew Coordination pattern.
RRC is composed of the following elements:

– Two state variables: Component.state and Crew.RepairCrewWork.
Component.state takes its value from the enumeration {OK, FAILED,
UNDER_REPAIR}. Its initial state is OK. Crew.RepairCrewWork is a
Boolean variable with the initial value FALSE.
– A Boolean flow variable: Component.operating.
– Seven events: Component.failure, Component.startRepair,
Component.endRepair, Crew.startRepair, Crew.endRepair, Syn_
startRepair, and Syn_endRepair. Component.failure, Component.
endRepair, and Syn_endRepair are stochastic. Component.startRepair,
Crew.endRepair, and Syn_startRepair are immediate. Crew.startRepair
is determinsitic.
– Seven transitions:
– Component.failure: Component.state == WORKING →
Component.state := FAILED
– Component.startRepair: Component.state == FAILED →
Component.state := UNDER_REPAIR
– Component.endRepair: Component.state == UNDER_REPAIR →
Component.state := WORKING
– Crew.startRepair: Crew.numberBusyCrew < Crew.total
NumberCrew → Crew.numberBusyCrew := Crew.numberBusyCrew
+ 1
– Crew.endRepair: Crew.numberBusyCrew > 0 →
Crew.numberBusyCrew := Crew.numberBusyCrew - 1
– Syn_startRepair: ! Component.startRepair & ! Crew.startRepair
– Syn_endRepair: ! Component.endRepair & !Crew.endRepair.
Operator “!” means that the associated events are forced to be
firable.

– An assertion: Component.operating := (Component.state ==
WORKING)

6. Reuse of modeling patterns

A methodology is required to model SIS with reusing modeling
patterns. We propose such a methodology with four steps: classifica-
tion, pattern-based model, AltaRica 3.0 model, and experimental re-
sults. We take system ♯1-1 in ISO/TR 12489 as an example to illustrate

this methodology. This system is made up of a pressure sensor, a logic
solver, and an isolation valve working in series.

(1) Classification: In this step, we identify units to be modeled and
recognize corresponding modeling patterns. The target system is in-
itially decomposed into components and subsystems. We identify cor-
responding modeling patterns that are required to construct these
components and subsystems.

Two components are modeled in system ♯1-1, where the protected
system is shut down during repairs and periodic tests. Thus activities
related to the maintenance/repair are negligible when calculating the
system unavailability. Since the system unavailability herein is only
generated by DU failures, thus the logical solver (which can fail as DD
failures) has not been considered. The pressure sensor and isolation
valve are modeled by the RevealUndetectedFailure pattern
(MP5). These two components work in series, thus SERIES pattern
(MP6) is used as well.

(2) Pattern-based model: Based on above classification results, a
pattern-based model can be obtained. This model is illustrated by
means of a schematic diagram. Associated modeling patterns are as-
signed for each component/subsystem in the diagram. The pattern-
based model simplifies the task of constructing the AltaRica 3.0 model.

The pattern-based model of system ♯1-1 is shown in Fig. 15. It can
be used to establish a concrete model with a modeling language.

The working scheme of the sensor in system ♯1-1 is shown in Fig. 16.
Since the periodical tests are assumed to be perfect in ISO/TR

12489, thus all DU failures can be revealed (i.e., test coverage is 100%).
DD failures can be discovered by diagnostic tests. The test duration of
the diagnostic test is negligible since it is quite short. In system ♯1-1, the
installation (protected system) is stopped during the repair (specially
for DD failure). In this scenario, the unavailable state of the SIS does not
have any effect on the installation. That is, only when the SIS is KO (i.e.,
not available) during the running of the installation, the unavailability
of the SIS is counted. Therefore, the repair delay has not been con-
sidered for calculating the unavailability of the SIS. Therefore DD
failures are not considered in system ♯1-1.

DU failures are discovered by proof tests. In system ♯1-1, the in-
stallation is stopped during periodical tests (intended for DU failure).
Hence the proof test duration has not been considered. In this situation,
installation runs until the DU failure is discovered. It is therefore in

Fig. 18. AltaRica 3.0 model of safety instrumented system ♯1-1.
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system ♯1-1, the unavailability of the SIS is only caused by DU failures.
In system ♯1-1, the installation is stopped during periodical tests and

repair. Thus the activities (e.g., de-energize) related to the main-
tenance/repair are not considered when calculating the system un-
availability. Since the system unavailability is only generated by DU
failures, thus the Logical solver (which only has DD failures), has not
been taken into consideration.

In system ♯1-1, the repair should be Mu = Dirac (0), rather than
exponentially distributed, this is because the installation is stopped
during repair. The assumption is equivalent to the situation that the
component is repaired immediately. It differs from Mu = exponential
(0), where the latter can lead to higher unavailability of a component in
experiments.

In the pattern of periodically tested components, the availability is a
state variable. This is because the availability is assigned in the tran-
sitions. State variables can occur as the left member of an assignment
only in the action of a transition. Flow variables can occur as the left
member of an assignment only in the assertion [66]. Sensor and Valve
share the same behaviors, where they can be instantiated with Re-
vealUndetectedFailure pattern. The unavailability of system ♯1-1
is calculated by using observer and assertion.

(3) AltaRica 3.0 model: In this step, we translate the pattern-based
model into corresponding AltaRica 3.0 model. Modeling patterns are
firstly presented in the AltaRica environment. An AltaRica 3.0 im-
plementation of the RevealUndetectedFailure pattern is shown in
Fig. 17. Subsequently, the AltaRica 3.0 model is constructed with
identified modeling patterns. An AltaRica 3.0 implementation of the
system ♯1-1 is illustrated in Fig. 18.

(4) Experimental results: The obtained AltaRica 3.0 model is first
translated into a GTS model. Subsequently, experimental results are
acquired by analyzing the GTS model with the stochastic simulator (see
e.g. [59,67,68]).

The AltaRica model of a system is constructed by the AltaRica
language [42,56,66]. On the basis of the GTS model (intermediate one
obtained from AltaRica model), we can analyze them with different
tools, such as the Markov process, fault tree analysis and stochastic
simulator. Among them, stochastic simulator is the most powerful as-
sessment tool of AltaRica. It is therefore we deploy stochastic simulator
to obtain numerical results. The background of stochastic simulator is
to conduct statistics of multiple times of repeated experiments.

From Table 2, we find that results of the pattern-based AltaRica
model agree well with those reported in ISO/TR 12489.

7. Experimental study

We identify modeling patterns for modeling SIS in ISO/TR 12489, as
shown in Table 1. We take system ♯5 as an example to illustrate the

Table 1
Modeling patterns classification for the safety systems in ISO/TR 12489.

System Components/subsystems Modeling patterns

♯1-1 S, V MP5
{S, V} MP6

♯1-2 S, V MP5
{S, V} MP6

♯1-3 S MP2, MP5
LS MP2
V MP5
{S, LS, V} MP6

♯1-4 S, V MP1, MP5
{S, V} MP6

♯2-1 S1, S2, V1, V2 MP5
{S1, V1},{S2, V2} MP6
{{S1, V1},{S2, V2}} MP7

♯2-2 S1, S2, V1, V2 MP5
{S1, V1},{S2, V2} MP6
{{S1, V1},{S2, V2}} MP7

♯2-3 S1, S2 MP2, MP5
LS1,LS2 MP2
V1, V2 MP5
{S1, LS1, V1},{S2, LS2, V2} MP6
{{S1, LS1, V1},{S2, LS2, V2}} MP7

♯2-4 S1, V1 MP5
S2, V2 MP4
{S1, V1},{S2, V2} MP6
{{S1, V1},{S2, V2}} MP7

♯3-1 S1, S2, S3, SV1, V1, SV2, V2 MP5
{S1, S2, S3} MP8
{SV1, V1},{SV2, V2} MP6
{{SV1, V1},{SV2, V2}} MP7

♯3-2 S1, S2, S3, SV1, V1, SV2, V2 MP2, MP5
LS MP2
{S1, S2, S3} MP8
{SV1, V1},{SV2, V2} MP6
{{SV1, V1},{SV2, V2}} MP7

♯3-3 S1, S2, S3, SV1, V1, SV2, V2 MP2, MP5
LS MP2
{S1, S2, S3} MP8, MP9
{SV1, V1},{SV2, V2} MP6
{{SV1, V1},{SV2, V2}} MP7

♯4 S1, S2, S3 MP2, MP5
LS1,LS2 MP2
SV1, SV2, SV3, V1, V2 MP5
{SV1, LS1, V1} MP6
All components MP2

♯5 S1a, S1b, S1c, S2a, S2b, S2c MP1, MP2, MP5
{S1a, S1b, S1c}, {S2a, S2b, S2c} MP8, MP9
{S1, S2} MP7
LS, SV1, V1, SV2, V2 MP1, MP5
{SV1, V1}, {SV2, V2} MP6

Table 2
Experimental results in system ♯1.

Systems Approaches Unavailability Failure frequency(h−1)

♯1-1 Formulae [10] 1.4E−2 3.2E−6
Fault tree [10] 1.39E−2 3.16E−6
Markovian [10] 1.39E−2 3.16E−6
Petri net [10] 1.38E−2 3.15E−6
AltaRica 3.0 1.39E−2 3.15E−6

♯1-2 Formulae [10] 1.06E−2 –
Fault tree [10] 1.05E−2 3.17E−6
Markovian [10] 1.05E−2 3.17E−6
Petri net [10] 1.05E−2 3.17E−6
AltaRica 3.0 1.05E−2 3.18E−6

♯1-3 Formulae [10] 1.47E−2 –
Fault tree [10] 1.46E−2 1.39E−4
Petri net [10] 1.46E−2 1.442E−4
AltaRica 3.0 1.45E−2 1.35E−4

♯1-4 Formulae [10] 2.09E−2 –
Fault tree [10] 2.08E−2 3.158E−6
Petri net [10] 2.07E−2 3.13E−6
AltaRica 3.0 2.07E−2 3.13E−6

Table 3
Experimental results in system ♯2.

Systems Approaches Unavailability Failure frequency(h−1)

♯2-1 Formulae [10] 9.37E−4 –
Fault tree [10] 9.33E−4 2.39E−7
Markovian [10] 9.20E−4 2.34E−7
Petri net [10] 9.30E−4 2.41E−7
AltaRica 3.0 9.29E−4 2.37E−7

♯2-2 Formulae [10] 6.26E−4 –
Fault tree [10] 6.45E−4 –
Petri net [10] 6.46E−4 –
AltaRica 3.0 6.45E−4 2.19E−7

♯2-3 Fault tree [10] 1.19E−3 –
Petri net [10] 1.19E−3 –
AltaRica 3.0 1.18E−3 1.05E−4

♯2-4 Fault tree [10] 4.9E−4 –
Petri net [10] 4.94E−4 –
AltaRica 3.0 4.94E−4 2.36E−7
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results.
In system ♯5, we employ a 2oo3 structure (S1a, S1b, and S1c) as an

example to elaborate the results. Since DD and DU failures of the
component are assumed to be independent in EDP system, the DD
failure of a component (e.g. S1a) can be modeled using the
CorrectiveMaintenance (MP2) pattern. Since the uncovered DU
failure cannot be repaired, it is constructed with the NonRepairable
(MP1) pattern. The covered DU failure by periodic tests is considered to
be modeled with the RevealUndetectedFailure (MP5) pattern.
The subsystem composed of these three components, {S1a, S1b, S1c},
can be modeled by both KooN (MP8) pattern and SwitchKooN (MP9)
pattern. Two groups of 2oo3 structures, {S1, S2}, in the EDP system can
be modeled with PARALLEL (MP7) pattern. Note that S1 and S2 stand
for 2oo3 subsystems. The rest of classification results can be interpreted
in a similar way.

The SIS in ISO/TR 12489 are modeled using proposed modeling
patterns. The obtained AltaRica models are analyzed with stochastic
simulations. The mission time (length of histories) of all SIS is 87,600 h
(10 years) except that of system ♯5 is 131,400 h (15 years). The number
of Monte Carlo simulations (number of histories) of all systems is 106.

The experimental results are listed in Tables 2–8. The unavailability
in each table refers to the average unavailability for the sake of sim-
plicity. The failure frequency in tables is the average dangerous failure
frequency. The formulae, fault tree, Markovian, and Petri net ap-
proaches are used in ISO/TR 12489. The more complex the systems
become, the fewer approaches can be utilized. For example, because of
the state explosion problem, the Markovian approach is solely used in
systems ♯1-1, ♯1-2, and ♯2-1.

7.1. System ♯1: an overpressure protection system with a single channel

Experimental results for system ♯1 are tabulated in Table 2. In
general, results from AltaRica 3.0 models agree well with those re-
ported in ISO/TR 12489.

With regard to system ♯1-1, AltaRica 3.0 results meet well with
those provided in ISO/TR 12489. Among these four systems, system ♯1-
1 serves as a reference for systems ♯1-2, ♯1-3, and ♯1-4.

The average unavailability of system ♯1-2 is lower than the one of
system ♯1-1. This is because two kinds of periodic tests are conducted
on the isolation valve in system ♯1-2: the full stroking and partial
stoking. The partial stoking is regarded as the main form of periodic
test, and the corresponding periodic test interval decreases from 8760 h
to 4380 h. Because DU failures can place a SIS in a down state for a long
period until a periodic test is conducted, DU failures are always main
contributors to the unavailability of a SIS [16]. Thus DU failures in
system ♯1-2 can be discovered timely and less unavailability is gener-
ated.

The average unavailability of system ♯1-3 is slightly higher than that
of system ♯1-1 due to the EUC is not stopped during the repair of the
sensor and the logic solver. Thus DD failures of the sensor and the logic
solver are considered. In addition, the sensor is periodically tested
offline, therefore the periodic test duration is taken into account. DD
failures, repair time, as well as the periodic test duration bring slightly
more unavailability of the system.

The average unavailability of system ♯1-4 is higher than the one of
system ♯1-1 because imperfect periodic tests are taken into account.
Uncovered DU failures will not be detected.

7.2. System ♯2: an overpressure protection system with dual channel

Experimental results of system ♯2 can be found in Table 3. There is a
good agreement for results from AltaRica 3.0 models and ISO/TR
12489. Since system ♯2 is a dual-channel SIS, unavailabilities of system
♯2 are significantly lower than those of system ♯1.

According to the system description and assumptions, relationships
between systems ♯2-1, ♯2-2, and ♯2-3 are similar to those between

systems ♯1-1, ♯1-2, and ♯1-3.
The staggered test is applied in system ♯2-4. Redundant components

(e.g., S1 and S2, V1 and V2) in system ♯2-4 are tested with the same
periodic test interval but not simultaneously. This policy decreases the
risk that redundant components are unavailable concurrently in the
test. Thus the average unavailability of system ♯2-4 is significantly
lower than that of system ♯2-1.

7.3. System ♯3: an overpressure protection system with redundant
architecture

Experimental results of system ♯3-1 are listed in Table 4. Average
unavailabilities obtained using the AltaRica model and reported in ISO/
TR 12489 give very similar results.

Experimental results of system ♯3-2 are tabulated in Table 5.
Average unavailabilities obtained using AltaRica models are in good
agreement with those in ISO/TR 12489.

Experimental results of system ♯3-3 are shown in Table 6. The
average unavailability obtained from the AltaRica model agrees well
with that reported in ISO/TR 12489. Note that in system ♯3-3, the
mobilization time of the maintenance rig is 720 h and the periodic test
duration is 2 h. Because of applying the SwitchKooN pattern, the
average unavailability of system ♯3-3 is lower than the one of ♯3-2.

7.4. System ♯4: a multiple safety system

Table 7 shows that results obtained using AltaRica agree rather well
with those reported in ISO/TR 12489.

Table 4
Experimental results in system ♯3-1.

Approaches Unavailability

Formulae [10] 9.0E−4
Fault tree [10] 9.0E−4
Petri net [10] 9.0E−4
AltaRica 3.0 9.1E−4

Table 5
Unavailability results in system ♯3-2.

Mobilization Periodic test Petri net [10] AltaRica 3.0
time (h) duration (h)

0 0 9.76E−4 9.78E−4
0 2 1.14E−3 1.17E−3
720 0 3.95E−3 3.93E−3
720 2 4.09E−3 4.14E−3

Table 6
Experimental results in system ♯3-3.

Approaches Unavailability

Petri net [10] 2.70E−3
AltaRica 3.0 2.74E−3

Table 7
Experimental results in system ♯4.

Approaches Unavailability Failure frequency(h−1)

Fault tree [10] 2.96E−4 4.02E−7
Petri net [10] 2.95E−4 4.0E−7
AltaRica 3.0 2.95E−4 3.98E−7
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7.5. System ♯5: an emergency depressurization system

Results comparison of system ♯5 can be found in Table 8. The Al-
taRica 3.0 and ISO/TR 12489 give almost same results.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an approach to pattern-based reliability
assessment of Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS). First, based on a series
of SIS provided in ISO/TR 12489, we proposed a set of eleven (11)
modeling patterns. We categorized these modeling patterns into beha-
vioral patterns, flow propagation patterns, and coordination patterns.
We interpreted them by means of Guarded Transition Systems (GTS).
Moreover, we implemented these modeling patterns with the AltaRica
3.0 language. Eventually, we applied modeling patterns to evaluate the
reliability of SIS described in ISO/TR 12489. Corresponding AltaRica
models were developed to assess reliabilities of these systems.
Experimental results obtained from AltaRica models using modeling
patterns are in good agreement with those reported in ISO/TR 12489. It
is concluded that the proposed modeling patterns are capable of con-
structing target systems in a modular way.

The raised modeling patterns in this paper are based on a limited set
of SIS, albeit they are declared to cover most reliability studies [10],
these patterns can be improved with new system behaviors. In addition,
the current work investigates SIS and EUC (Equipment Under Control)
separately. Future research can treat EUC as an integral part of SIS. New
modeling patterns are therefore expected with such integration. Fur-
thermore, the proposed methodology of reusing modeling patterns has
proven to be applicable to a finite set of SIS. However, more experi-
ments are required to further validate the solidity of the proposed
methodology.

In our modeling patterns-based reliability analysis, we obtained
final results by using stochastic simulation. Stochastic simulation has
been broadly applied to predict the system performance and estimate
the reliability in complex engineered systems [69]. However, stochastic
simulation has limitation in evaluating performance of highly reliable
systems. Once the failure rates are low, the simulation results share
high randomness. When a target SIS is highly reliable, we need to im-
prove the number of simulations or apply subset simulation [70] for
obtaining reasonable simulation results. Subset simulation treats the
small failure probability as a product of larger conditional probabilities
of some intermediate events [70].

We need to conduct further comparison of models, not only the
results, but also the computing resources, ease of modeling, and un-
certainty bound on the results. The computational resources are com-
putation time, the number of steps necessary to solve a problem, and
memory space, the amount of storage required while solving the pro-
blem. We can also consider the ease of modeling: how to measure
complexity of modeling, the time required for modeling, or less ex-
plicitly, by describing the complexities of other formalism compared
with AltaRica models. By using the pattern-based modeling approach,
we could model SIS in a modular way. We also need to consider the
uncertainty bound on results: we need to quantify the uncertainty of the
results, which are quite useful for such simulation.
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